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Michael Chekhov October 1h - 15. 1938

ARTISTS RELATIGKLSKIP T0 LIFE

SUCHBSTIOEVS ‘1‘0 INDIVIDUAL ACTORS

Biro. Emhirst

Criticism 01' aconem The aim of tonight was not

to criticize you but to son oomo new things which you have

to show me, an a result of your free work. having been together

for two ycoroi. But in order not to 10:70 this opportunity.

I will give certain suggootionu and certain criticiumn in

a very Gory brief form.

Firof. the voices are on much hotter - such n'groat

improvement in cvoryono. Water. for example. but almost

everyone has made a big atop forward. How you can speak

almost as real actors, and thin has made no very happy.

Another good point is that when I gave you freedom

and asked. you to show what you could: your host: your dreams;

your idea; your inner actor] this freedom-151w you a certain

acopo. You more much freer than over boforo,

\lhu‘t in bad and what mudo mu no very sorry iothnt

all those dreams. all them: images - 1 nponk in gonoral -

are fairly wank. 11’ this in tho dream of an actor than he

has to go through two schools. through the theatre many years

and through tho life oohool. I must be frank and honest

with you. and with myself. I must repeat what I have said

boforo, the some thing. you are not yet bofn. you don't know

what human tragedy or human humor in - I mean humor which

meansto laugh upon life.
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If I judge you as a group of really anagoncd people,

what can I Imagine you will show no from the stogo today.

being absolutely free and having had tho whole summer to imagine

and the last few weeks to incopporato these simple situations?

Perhaps I might expect to sag noble wrath - l ahoulisco some

signs and notou of this noble wrath against all the things

which are going on around us. lorhaps I could expect tears

Ito show how these artists are mirroring tho life with their

tours, with thoir pain about all tho tragedy which Ho can find

in our newspaper ovary day. But no. oimply a quiot_atmoophoro,

or porhupa tremondouu irony because of those thingo. But

no.

Thom 1 tool what are they going to show as ortloto.

and this was a little bit disappointing for no. If you have

a part it in more difficult to ohow. but it is possiblo to

show mo tho connection to tho lifo in each part. and I one

that you are quite. quits. quite unworriod about the life

around us. This is the point which gives no so much pain

because I feel and I know. and you know that tho artlot of

today cannot ho an artist if no is disoonncotod from the real

life. It has never been possible in any ago, in any opoc

of culture, and I feel that this group is disconnected from

life. nothing hurts you. nothing makes you wrathful. nothing

makes you laugh at yourselves.

The matter in too serious; you must be owakonod by

any means. but to go on as artiots with such separation from
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the life around you. it is uflnolyiimposoiblo. £t_is not very

plcaeant to hear these words, but you will hear it in eomuch

ruder form from the life itself. It is better to take it

from me in a friendly way. than to wait until your destiny

Will put it to you so strongly. but too late. Think of it and

each of you will find his own way and where he shuts his eyes

and cars. This is the point.which made me unhappy; If you

wish to go on as artists, perhaps some oorsonal suggestions

will help you.

Mrs. Elnhirsta I have told you many times about

your inner difficulties: you are not a weak person. you are

perhaps stronger than all of us, but you have taken upon

yourself such a mask'- a good ouo.lu life - you are too

humble. you are too noble and too humble. As a person you

may need this. but on the stage it is your main difficulty.

You are hidden from us on the stage behind this mask or deep

modesty, which perhaps you have had for many. many years.

If you do not throw it away you will not be able to open

yourself not only for us. but even for yourself. This is your

personal difficulty.

Today I have seen through this modesty a strong

fooling of form which I have never seen in you before, although

it was often hidden. You get some momenta which were very

interesting. for instance. instead of doveloping certain

feelings which are arising in you. you shut them up by this
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modesty, which is not only modesty.» You have certain geeturoe

which are like magic keys with which you shut yourself.

Cno thing in your hands; this in a magic thing for

closing you. Another aoeture ie when you begin to feel

something you clench your fists and lift your'arme. You

think this gesture in opening you but it is closing you;

you think it in expressing your emotions but it is closing

and shutting them. If you will fight with this thing you will

discover things in yourself which'you don't even know are

there. The feeling of form which I have seen is very important

for you. because you were fermleee before ~ almost streaming

and sliding. Today for the first time we have seen this feel-

ing of form. Then why not open other things like that?

Your ability to radiate which is no strong in life,

becomes weak on the stage. Why? Becauoe, being afraid. you

use thie magic key to ehut yourself. You muet develop your-

self and not drag this work or stop it, and this magic key

must be thrown away forever, if you wish to discover certain

things which I feel are there. Some moments were very expressive

even through this modeoty. and these other difficult conditione.

which you place on youreolf. There is no need to do anything

but take away this feeling of modesty, and the magic key.

Terence: I saw again very interesting ideas and

original interpretation. and I am very happy about thin. I

think your way in the theatre will he to find new forms and

new things. I underline this because you must appreciate it

and must tell yourself that you must work to create the
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octtinge in your imagination. not that you may have to do

it in reality. but you have to imagine many plays. many operae

which you will produce in this way and that.

how What concerns you me an actor in what you have

just shown me. 1 would say there was a great look of fire.

and this is the point that you perhaps have to think about

more. How? In the some manner; imagine youreolf acting with

fire. until you will see what I mean by fire in you. Train

yourself in these two ways.

Blair: This is a very good example of the theme

being much deeper than the actor's connection to it. If

you take ouch a theme you meet meditate upon it much longer

and much more profoundly so that both the character and the

theme will be taken from above by you. Today when we take such

big themes as this we make two mistakes. we are either schematic

and dead or we are sentimental. because the theme is up there

and we are here.

You will never be able to belie the audience. no

matter what settings you make, what gestures you find. what

voice you find. The audience will understand that the actor

is hero, and the theme is there. This is your mistake. and

I think it was a mistake in the preparation of thin character.

You thought you would be able to do thie theme without epeoiul

meditation. no one in able to do that, but you are able to

meditate on the theme so that you will become higher and

higher and will catch the theme there.
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So I accuse you of lack of aspiration which must

be done consciously. If you are flaming today. tomorrow you

may not be flaming. It must be continuous work; day after

day you must imagine the character’s life. his feelings,

everything. Then you will reach the point where you can appear

before the audience and say. “This is my experience with St.

Francis of Assiei."

Peter: The same mistake has been made by you. If

Blair was on the earth with his theme. you were under the

earth with yours. It was absolutely un-elaborated. You did

not tell us anything with your Judau. You should have done

the some work. the same meditation work that Blair should have

done. or course. each of us hao inside of no Judoo and all

other characters, good and had. but to perform our little

understanding of Judas ie not worthwhile. If you show no your

interpretation of Judna it must not only be words and how you

see the conception. You must love it. and be such a specialist

about this Judas question that you will have the right to

show us your own feeling and will about Judas. So I accuse

you in the some way no Blair. You must try to find your

way to the character by trying to lift yourself to it and not

to pull it down.

Jean: The same accusation as before - eeld. tre~

mondous cold. What this means I don't know; there is some-

thing which you substitute instead of your real feelings:

what it is I don't know yet: I think something with the voice
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perhupu. But the mistake you make is the oubotltution of

this oold for something else. If you willtdo the Eurhythmy

exorclsoz in a more moditativo way, and if you will do the

"Ah” gesture - to simply do it is not enough, but to oxporl—

onco it knowing that by doing this gesture you will got some

streams. some real cumulatotrcamo. Really open you: ooul

and body in the exporlanoe of this sound. You must experi-

enoo theso gestures. and you will get the idea about this

substitution. than when you move your hand you will got the

experience that the whole world is moving with you. You will

find this through Eurhythmy. )Ploaso take my criticism Knowing

that I am helping you by showing you your mistakes. and not

pleasing you by showing you your good oldoa. This is true for

evoryono.

Paul: I have seen a new thing in you. something

or real fire for the first time. which I think is very. very

good. It was not yet very much. but there is something

with which you havo difficulty and that is that your body

is very little elaborated. You move your hands so well but

as a whole thing - you must be able to move your hands so

that you fool every joint: tho whole arm must be elaborated

like Shan Ear. We don't need his development but we havo to

get the same ability to the extent wo can; each actor muot

have that ability.

You must think of thin elaboration of each part of

your body. That is why we have Eurhythmy - that is the whole

X
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secret. 1t will not give us anything if we do it in a certain

way — only if it ie for us what Shan Ker’o exercises are for

him will it be worthwhile. Eurhythmy will give you more than

flexibility. it will give you life and a new outlook. It

is a very strong means of developing ES it in taken. but if

not it is half—danee. half something else. In your case

Eurhythmy can develop your body. and your fire will find so

many pounlbilitiee to flower. whereas new it meets some bodily

difficulty.

Peulan Very good form: very elaborated and clear-

eut which is always very pleasant to see on the stage. but

again the same mistake as the others - cold and calm. And you

hed‘sueh Horde, much situational If they are not the forces

through which-our fire will burst out, than where are ouch

part3? These are the parts for fire.

Alena I think what you have done in you, and you.

and you entirely: what you have done before the school. what

you dreamed of doing. all this is your life, such kind of,

things. I was very happy to see it because it has shown me

many things about you. If you will do something again, try

to do something which is quite opposite, and then I will get

the full picture of you. If we could continue with these

scenes I would give you certain other work. I would tell

you that today it is a heap of rhythmical elements but it in

not yet an organism. and your next step is to organize all

these things in one rhythmical whole. It is still elements
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flowing around you. but not yet a whole. Try to develop

yourself from quite a different angle.

Samn It was good but it is again too small: somehow

too contracted. You have such a tall body and such a voice.

and you have a character unbridled. and angry, a drunk figure

with vague and strange ideals about man and freedom and work

and labor. This is a thing in which you can show your whole

temperament, your whole ability to be an actor on the stage.

because this part is written so that whatever you have as an

actor you are able to show; the part is written for an actor

absolutely.

But you have done it in too small a way - contracted,

although the idno was quite the opposite. You haVe contracted

your soul. your body, and you could not take the next stop

because you were contracted. This is a psychological thing

in you. and this leads you to other characteristic things which

we find in actors. For example; you have spoken for ten

minutes until you came to the moment when you drank, and there

was emptiness because you have not radiated anything before.

when you came to the pause there was a gab, and emptiness.

then came the word and you felt freer. It is not good.

Having such an unbridled person you must fill the

Whole stage, the whole theatre, and everyone must look at

you, waiting for the next moment. The difficulty is your

tendency to contraction. Think about it and try to escape

all these outer and inner contractions.
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Erica: I tell you nothing because you are on

actress. and a very fine and good one. I have seen you for

the first time.

Daphnon You are absolutely charming. Go on like

that and the moment will come when I will tell you. now please

think about the Method, but the moment has not yet come. So

be free and do whatever you like.

Hury Lou: It use just a little bit better. but

you have not yet discovered your point of View on thceo

things. How do you interpret and understand this situation,

this character. this time? It was almost as if you were read—

ing the play. but I could not see what the actress had to tell

me about this play. You have not yet discovered yourself.

It is the some question so with Peter and Blair -

the big these. the big strong character, but no approach to

it. I don't know your opinion about it. but that is the most

interesting thing. I know the theme, I have my own ides or

it, I know how I wouldxlay it. but I don't know your opinion.

It was in general. speaking in general. feeling in general.

etc. I don't know what is Mary Lou - it is the same thing

as I told you before. You must discovos yourself by all possi-

ble means. and I an sure our Method leads to this. the same

as Eurhythmy. If it is taken it will recreate and enrich the

human being.

You are still too closed. not like Mrs. Elohirst

who is in a much easier position if she understands what she
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has to tote away from herself. then she will be an actress

with euoh eyes. such strange pointo of view, such strange

radiation; she has only to take away a certain veil. It is

quite e different case: she in there; she in born. but you

are not yet born. You must find youreelf. If you will compare

youreelf with fire. Elehhet you will perhaps find the differ-

ence. Whether you have a point of View I don't know; she has

and only a veil of modesty disturbs.

You muet elaborate a point of View and thie'neone

to discover youreelf. can you be angry when Chamberlin

flies to see Hitler? This is a point of View; Mrs. Blmhlret

has it; the meter must alweye have a point of View, right

or wrong; thin in the actor eittlng inside of us. and this

in the whole difference. This political thing 1e only ani

example. but if I have no point of View I will not have it

tomorrow. and the day will come when I hnvowno point of View

at all. I will be only on octet. end that means nothing -

only a cheap profession. I believe you have very much inside

you. but you are young and you must find different points

of View. Put before yourself the question of Hitler, about

everything. make it quite clear to yourself.

Hurdu It wan very interesting for me from the point

of view of the imagination. Your uookeneae: — new l knon

your weeknoooy it in weehneoel Everything you do in good

and intoreeting, but you oleaye do it muted. I have told

you before that your need So to develop yourself in great
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dimeneions. and new I will repeat it. I have not made a

mistake. It in the some. Try to break all these things

which are hanging on you, making you weaker. so that sometimes

you are on if existing and not existing - like u ghost. Better

to get flesh and blood and voice. and be angry and happy. but

be materiel and then later on you will be able to be un-

material.

5 It is the same in our rehearsals: you have no flesh,

no blood. no existence. First. try to eat a good beefeteak -

a epirltual boofeteakl For no it lo sometimes nooessary

psychologically to think of the stage as something which does

not exist. It exiete for you. To Paul I would say to imagine

the stage as something which is elmoct a dream. almost out of

life; but to you I would any 1t muet have soul and body and

everything.

Iris: It was much better but the same mistake woe

there as with everyone who has a Boone with a knife - every-

thing was on the some level. Thio is one of the biggest mie—

tukee you made. Even if you have some good quality and you

carry it on and on, it becomes nothing. The actor must have

the ability to say the memo thing in twenty different facets.

For inetenco. Erica in her small selllequy hoe shown perhaps

twenty different qualitleo — this in the actor's quality.

Paula was on the name level and at moments I though ahe would

ehow a new quality. but she fell back.

If only you could have found a fourth quality. a
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fifth and even a sixth, Just as Mrs. Elmhirut has shown some

different qualitioo. But she has put this vcil over those

different qualities. If she does not take away this voila

'whatovor qualities she posooou will be lost. I can accept

this veil myself. and see what could he done. but tho audience;

which has no special interest to penetrate, will soc only the

veil. Fania has no veil but she has shown only three or four

qualities. whereas Mrs. Elohirst has shown many qualities

under the Veil. For you thio evenness is not right.

Mary La: In comparison with what you have down with

Peter last time, when you showed a series of habits which we

deny in our school, today you have not ohown ouch habits. and

that is a great step forward. Whether you have dono it

consciously or not. I do not know. but it is the right way.

Woodie: I appreciate very much your idea. and thin

is one of the most profound things we have seen on our stage

today. Paul!a idea I liked very much. and also the ideas

of Yotor and Blair and others. but all theso ideas were

incorporated in so many mistakes. But in your case it was not

a mistake, it is again a special case.

You aro still so young as actors; you have all to

go through such a long cxporioxmo as notoro. so you have no

mlStakao. you are too young yot. And this is the bust criti—

cism which can to made in any oohool: to may to a young actor

you are still too young. but you have all the qualities thoro.

You should be happy. It is not a mistake, or'a wrong way
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you are going. but you have only put your left foot on this

path of acting. You have to conuidor youroolf a utudont in

the sense that you want to learn how to not. and than you

will go forward very quickly. You have certain interooting

things inuido of you. and now you must find the way to experi-

ence than, without hurnying. no a student. not as a student

in a school but as o special kind of otudont who must say

to himself. now I on going to learn.

It is worthwhile to spond your whole activity and

effort in learning. When you are walking ask yourself. what

can I learn in this moment. That is what it means to be a

spiritual student. I can do 0 small exorcise when I on moving.

Then you will find how marvelous it in to so to bod at night

after having dono oomothing. You have to ho a spiritual

student.

Anna: I thin: Anna has done her work marvelously.

It won quite exact.


